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Burt’s Bees is an American beauty 
and wellness brand founded in 

1984 and is currently owned by the 

Clorox Company.

Their main focus is on crafting 
Earth-conscious products with 

ingredients from nature that are 

responsibly sourced, and never 

tested on animals. 

Burt’s Bees believes that we must 
give back to nature as much as 
we take from it, and they take 

many steps in ensuring they are 

doing exactly that.

who they are



their story
Burt’s Bees was founded in 1984 
by Burt & Roxanne, a former artist 

& photojournalist duo. The pair met 

in the wilderness of Maine when 

local bee-man, Burt, saw Roxanne 

hitchhiking and the two hit it off from 

there: brainstorming different ways 
to use the leftover beeswax from 
their honey harvesting ventures. 

And the rest is history...



back to the present...



Jim Geikie, General Manager of Burt’s Bees

The company’s target market is 
“healthy living advocates,” who are 

American women who are “really 
interested in a holistic lifestyle 

conducive to health and wellness.”
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Our goal is to create natural, 
Earth-friendly personal care 

products formulated to help you 
maximize your well-being and 
that of the world around you.

Burt’s Bees Mission Statement:
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natural
earth-friendly

well-being
simple



we keep it
 mindful.

but, what really makes us different?



current presence



top sellers



Lip Care

Skincare Lifestyle

Makeup

competitors



let’s bee more specific now...



Vitamin N
New / Amped-Up Burt’s Bees Service

Currently, Burt’s Bees is running a campaign called 

#VitaminN that encourages their customers to get 

back in touch with nature. Stemming from this, I want to 

create a campaign centered around this idea of Vitamin 

N, but focused in on being mindful of our connection 

to nature and to ourselves.



Our target audience consists 
of 25-30 year old individuals 
who live a minimal lifestyle 

that consists of connecting to 
themselves in nature.

New Target Audience



manifesto

Our goal is to create an invitation 
to introspection by returning to our 

roots — literally, in nature...



manifesto

We believe spending time in our 
natural habitat is beneficial for every 

person here on Earth, and travel is 
a great way to reconnect with the 
beauty our planet has to offer...



manifesto

We envision a world where every-
one can slow down, reflect, and come 
back what matters most: Vitamin N.



safe, reach, strech.

water bottle stickers

tote bag

instagram ad

facebook ad

reusable water bottles

photo album

safe

traveler’s guide to success

adverts in camping stores

nature scavenger hunt

scratch-off travel map

fanny pack

playlists

reach

travel kit / backpack

travel journal with prompts

natgeo-style quarterly zine

expanded clothing line

sprinter van contest

partnership with traveler

stretch



mindmapping



thumbnails



moodboard



color selection

#445049 #5D4E45

#C59A71 #7D3824



deliverables



burt’s
adventure pack



burt’s
adventure pack

so, what's included?



nature journal



tear it off, send it in.

burgess falls,
tennessee
october 2020



collectible poster

nature-minded
/nāCHer - mīnded/

a state of  mind in which 
an individual is in touch with 

themselves and the world 
around them.

Burgess Falls, Tennessee



portable preservation pods



and, of course...



the essentials.



but how will the people know?



in-store advert

nature is great, 

savor your best moments with our 
adventure pack today.

but it’s better with 
BURT.



instagram advert

link to GIF

https://gph.is/g/ZWo775d


thank you!


